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distribution

make

extensive migrations throughout the

within the NSB staff as to whether releases

North Atlantic almost nothing is known

of live tiger sharks should continue as

of its spatial and seasonal distribution

they may potentially lead to an increased

patterns along the Southern African

risk of shark attack (Winter and Dudley

coast.

2000).

Tiger sharks have been responsible for

Although shark diving has been popular

shark attacks in South African waters

in KZN for a number of years, the industry

(Cliff 1991) and they are one of the 14

has been based predominantly on the

most common species caught in the gill

raggedtooth shark (Carcharias taurus), a

nets maintained by the Natal Sharks

relatively benign species unlikely to pose

Board (NSB). Catch rates of tiger sharks

a threat to divers. A new breed of

in the NSB nets have increased since
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“adrenaline diver”, however, is now being

sharks may present to swimmers and surfers

Tracking results revealed that tiger sharks

attracted to dive with tiger sharks. Some dive

close inshore.

covered fairly large areas over relatively short

charter operators have initiated chumming to

Characteristic stripe patterns and pectoral

periods. One shark traveled almost 15 km in a

attract tiger sharks, as per the modus oper-

pigmentation markings have been used to

6-hr period and was tracked to within a few

andi for great white sharks in the Western

identify more than 30 individual tiger sharks

hundred meters of a local bathing beach. The

Cape (see photo– tiger on bait stem). Their

at Aliwal Shoal. Preliminary results suggest

shark’s behavior displayed a “bouncing”

success, achieved through long hours at sea,

that few individuals spend the entire summer

pattern, involving rapid and repeated ascents

has the potential to enhance the reputation of

at this reef, but there is evidence of annual

and descents throughout the water column

Aliwal Shoal as one of the world’s premier

from depths of 70 m to the surface. These

shark diving destinations.

This activity of

vertical movements often transcended marked

baiting tiger sharks must be weighed up

thermoclines, where the difference between

against the concerns of other dive operators,

warm surface and cool bottom water ex-

who are fearful for the safety of their clients.

ceeded 9 °C. These swimming patterns are

This is of particular concern considering the

typical of tiger sharks and have been recorded

situation where the sharks are aroused by the

in previous studies conducted in both Austra-

smell of bait.

lia and Hawaii. This pattern of swimming is

Due to the possible increase in the local

thought to allow detection of both benthic

abundance of tiger sharks, the potential danger to humans (both bathers and divers) and

(skates and rays) and air breathing prey

Tag underwater

(dolphins). Another school of thought is that

the threat of exploitation in other African

philopatry. The vast majority of sharks

the repeated vertical movements allow for the

countries, there is an urgent need to under-

(>90%) are sub-adult and adult females more

detection of oils from floating or submerged

stand the behavior and movement patterns of

than 3.5 m in length. These observations

carcasses.

tiger sharks along the South African coast.

contrast markedly with catches of smaller

Tagged sharks were also monitored by a se-

Following a MLRF supported preliminary

female sharks (< 2.5 m) close inshore within

ries of “listening stations”, which were de-

investigation of the impact of tiger shark

the bather protection nets. These results sug-

ployed along the coast. These stations are

baiting at the Aliwal Shoal (Pillay 2004,

gest that the population is segregated by both

able to record the presence of a tagged shark

Pillay and Peddemors 2005), the Save Our

size and sex. The whereabouts of either ma-

from a distance of approximately 500 m.

Seas Foundation (SOSF) and Blue Wilder-

ture male sharks or newborn young remains

Information can then be downloaded from the

ness Dive Expeditions are supporting our in

unclear, but certainly indicates that the Ali-

stations every few months to see which

depth study into the tiger sharks of the Aliwal

wal Shoal region is neither a mating nor pup-

sharks have visited the area and how long

Shoal, to answer some of these questions.

ping area for tiger sharks.

they have remained.

Information gained from this study is critical,

To investigate the distribution and movement

Information gained from this study will sig-

patterns of tiger sharks, particularly in re-

nificantly benefit conservation efforts and

sponse to baiting, ultrasonic tags are attached

heighten an understanding of this much-

to individual sharks. To minimize any stress

maligned apex predator. Through increasing

to the shark (and maximize the stress to the

diver awareness of tiger shark habits and by

diver) tags were inserted underwater using a

allowing knowledgeable interaction with

modified spear gun (see photo – Tag under-

them it is anticipated that diver attitudes to-

water). The VEMCO V16 tags have a barbed

wards these potentially dangerous sharks will

head and are inserted into the musculature at

change. Additionally it is anticipated that this

the base of the first dorsal fin. The tags emit a

study will drive the development of manage-

Tiger on bait stem

unique coded signal (containing information

ment protocols suitable for a safe and sustain-

to ensure suitable conservation strategies are

on both swimming depth and water tempera-

able tiger shark diving industry.

implemented for tiger sharks, as well as to

ture), which can then be tracked using a boat-

understand the potential threat that tiger

mounted hydrophone.
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Commission formalises ties in southwest Africa
By Claire Attwood

of the richest ecosystems in the world, with

protection of our coastal waters,” said Abra-

valuable commercial fisheries, an important

ham Iyambo.

marine diamond mining industry and Africa’s

S

second most productive oil and gas fields.

“The Benguela Current Commission is an-

These are located primarily off Angola.

other example of this regional collaboration.”
Abraham Iyambo suggested that the Com-

outh Africa, Namibia and An-

High on the agenda of the Benguela Current

gola moved a step closer to

Commission is the joint management of ma-

jointly managing their shared

rine pollution, shared fish stocks and the

fish stocks - including hake and

alleviation of the environmental impacts of

horse mackerel - when

mission could help the three countries to
adapt to “the serious challenges posed by
climate change and define long-term strategies for food security, employment and poverty alleviation for

fisheries ministers from
the

three

coastal

countries

communi-

ties.”

attended the first meeting of the Benguela

The subject of cli-

Current Commission in

mate change and the

Windhoek recently.

impact it may be
having on the fisher-

Present at the meeting

ies of the BCLME

were Salomão Juheto
Xirimbimbi,

has been in the spot-

minister

light since scientists

of Fisheries in Angola,

identified a rise in

Dr Abraham Iyambo,

sea surface tempera-

minister of Fisheries

ture of about 1°C at

and Marine Resources
in

Nami bia

the

and

northern

southern extremes of

Marthinus van Schalk-

the BCLME. They

wyk, minister of Envi-

Attending the first ministerial conference of the Benguela Current Commission are:

ronmental Affairs and

Dr Johann Augustyn, head of the South African delegation, minister of Environmental

believe

Affairs and Tourism in South Africa, Marthinus van Schalkwyk, Dr Abraham Iyambo,

warming

Tourism in South Africa.

and

that
may

the
be

minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources in Namibia and Salomão Juheto Xirimbimbi,

having an impact on

minister of Fisheries in Angola.

commercial fisheries

They discussed the function, role and man-

marine mining and oil and gas production.

some of which have declined in spite of conservative management. Off Namibia, for

date of the Benguela Current Commission
which was established last year. It is ex-

According to Namibia’s Abraham Iyambo,

instance, pilchard stocks have not recovered,

pected to provide a formal platform for the

the establishment of the Benguela Current

even though the fishing industry has been

three countries to negotiate the introduction

Commission represents a milestone in the

restricted to catches of between zero and 20

of an “ecosystem approach” to managing the

decade-long collaboration between the three

000 tons for the past seven years. In the early

Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem,

countries.

1970s, Namibia’s pilchard catch peaked at
approximately 1.3 million tonnes.

or BCLME.
“Our three countries have over the past ten
The BCLME stretches up the west coast of

years started to work closely on fisheries

South Africa’s minister, Marthinus van

South Africa and Namibia to Cabinda, the

management, marine research, environmental

Schalkwyk, said that shared fish stocks

northern-most province of Angola. It is one

monitoring, biodiversity management and the

should be jointly managed to ensure that
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there are no irresponsible fishing practices
which

could

have

“disastrous

conse-

quences” for the economies of both South
Africa and Namibia.

The Nairobi Convention
‐ a regional initiative for cooperation in the protection and
development of the coastal and marine environment in the
West Indian Ocean

This contribution is part of an expose on relevant regional coastal and marine research and conservation initiatives that may foster better African-regional scientific
collaboration

Abraham Iyambo will chair the Benguela
Current Commission

By Rudy van der Elst

Scientists have recently proposed that
stocks of deep-water hake, Merluccius

Background

paradoxus, are shared by Namibia and
South Africa. Both countries consider hake
to be their most valuable commercial fishery. In South Africa, hake accounts for
more than 50% of the wealth derived from

F

ollowing the 1972 Stockholm
Conference on human devel-

formally known as: “The Convention for

opment, the United Nations

the Protection, Management and Develop-

launched the Regional Seas

ment of the Marine and Coastal Environ-

the marine fisheries and sustains thousands

Programme to engage neighbouring coun-

of jobs, said Marthinus van Schalkwyk.

tries in the halting the degradation of the

ment of the Eastern African Region”

world’s oceans. Today there are 140 coun-

The Nairobi Convention, and its related

Dr Abraham Iyambo was elected to chair

tries participating in 18 distinct Regional

protocols, was first adopted in 1985. At

the Benguela Current Commission in its

Seas programmes, each region defined by a

subsequent ministerial meetings of parties

first year. Namibia will also host the Com-

commitment to conservation and sustain-

the plans were refined and biennial work

mission.

able development of countries that share a

programmes approved. There are now ten

common body of water. The entire RS Pro-

countries that have ratified the Nairobi

gramme is coordinated by UNEP which

Convention, with South Africa its latest

provides support for marine emergencies,

addition in 2002. In addition, major re-

information management and especially the

gional NGO’s have also been formally

development of legally binding action

associated with the Convention, thereby

plans.

strengthening its overall impact.

The RS Programme works closely with

What does the Nairobi Convention en-

numerous other agencies and serves as an

tail?

operational platform for regional action
plans. Many of these action plans have

The Convention is made up of 31 Articles,

evolved into legally binding conventions

a number of Protocols and a 2-4-year Work

that express a commitment by the countries

Programme. The Articles deal largely with

to tackle common environmental problems.

administrative and management matters,

One of these is the Nairobi Convention,

but also include issues relating to the estab-
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lishment of protected areas, protection of

Is the Convention a success?

species, common conservation standards for
the region, transboundary issues and regional

The Nairobi Convention has not been without

cooperation in technical, scientific and edu-

its problems and at several stages in its life

cational matters. There are at present two

has come under considerable criticism for

Protocols that provide a more detailed frame-

lack of progress. In 2000, the Executive of

work and commitment for implementing the

UNEP declared that the Nairobi (and corre-

Convention by individual countries. Protocol

sponding West African Abidjan) Conven-

I deals with “Protected Areas and Wild Fauna

tions needed urgent revitalization. This was

and Flora in the Eastern African Region”

attributable not to the secretariat, but to the

while Protocol II deals with “Cooperation in

apathetic support shown by partner countries.

Combating Marine Pollution in cases of

But recent years have seen revitalization,

Emergency in the eastern African Region”. A

largely brought about by the enthusiasm of

third Protocol dealing with Land-based

regional NGOs. Formation of the new

sources of pollution is being developed.

“Consortium of Coastal and Marine Ecosystems in the West Indian Ocean” (WIO-C) has

Marine research in
South Africa
‐a Caribbean perspective
By Dawn Philip

“W

hy don’t you write a
little article about your
experiences and im-

pressions during your stay here?” Sven’s

The Work Programme is normally developed

provided a strong thrust and WIO-C is an-

words resounded in my head as I waited for

by country focal points and other experts in

chored in the Nairobi Convention. The suc-

my plane in Cape Town on a chilly August

advance of the ministerial Conference of

cess of the West Indian Ocean Land Based

morning to take me back to my beautiful (and

Parties (COP). This programme is formally

Sources of Pollution (WIO-Lab) project, the

not thermally challenged) home in the Carib-

structured according to the following main

work of the Jakarta Mandate, the West Indian

bean, Trinidad & Tobago.

elements: Assessment, Management, Coordi-

Ocean (WIO) Fisheries database (WIOFish)

nation and Information and awareness. The

and the East African Coastal Resource Data-

last Work Programme was implemented at

base and Atlas Project have all made good

the COP-4 in Madagascar where fragile eco-

progress under the umbrella of the Conven-

systems, land-based sources of pollution and

tion.

lennium Development Goals featured promi-

The Oceanographic Research Institute (ORI)

nently. The next meeting is COP-5 to be

in Durban has aligned itself strongly with

hosted by South Africa in Cape Town during

objectives of Nairobi Convention as it pro-

November 07.

vides a higher level framework in which to
locate research and capacity building initia-

A draft Work Programme for 2008-2012 has

tives. South Africa is in a position to play a

already been developed and can be viewed on

strong role in the Convention over the next

the Nairobi Convention Website (http://

four years, thereby contributing to its overall

www.unep.org/NairobiConvention).

success.

main objectives of the new programme include support and guidance for the integration of Nairobi Convention provisions in
national policies, strengthening of collaboration with other African initiatives (such as
NEPAD) and focus on integrated management of coastal areas, including watershed
issues and the challenges of urban sprawl in
the sensitive coastal zone.

Sciences at the University of the West Indies
(UWI), based at the St Augustine Campus in
Trinidad. UWI is a regional university with
three campuses in Jamaica, Barbados and

socio-economic challenges linked to the Mil-

The

I am a Lecturer in the Department of Life

Trinidad & Tobago. It primarily serves a
number of contributing Caribbean territories
but recruits students from the United States,
South America, and as far away as the United
Kingdom, Africa and Asia. UWI offers undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in
a number of disciplines including Natural &
Social Sciences, Human and Veterinary
Medicine, Education, Engineering and Law.
For those not familiar with Trinidad & Tobago (T&T), we are a tiny, twin-island state
located on the South American continental
shelf just off the Orinoco River delta in northeastern Venezuela. The population of the two
islands is estimated at 1.3 million. We are
best known outside of the Caribbean for our
exports of oil, gas and petrochemicals; Brian
Lara (recently retired West Indian cricketer
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and team captain, who ranked as one of the

the South African Institute of Aquatic Biodi-

catching abilities had definitely improved

top batsmen in the world); Carnival celebra-

versity (SAIAB) in Grahamstown, where

since his humble beginnings in the Caribbean

tions (which begin from August and culmi-

Sven and I were hosted and trained in mo-

(he was the only one on our boat to catch any

nate in a 2-day street party on the Monday

lecular techniques by Dr Monica Mwale. In

fish); Secondly, I am far better at bucket-and-

and Tuesday before Ash Wednesday); and

Monica’s molecular laboratory we processed

net fishing than using hook-and-line (the fish

more recently, for those who followed World

tissue samples of white stumpnose Rhab-

stole my bait and I only caught a few crabs

Cup Football in Germany, the Soca Warriors,

dosargus globiceps, as part of the NORSA

that were too hungry/stubborn to let go of the

the first T&T national team to make it to the

project ‘Effectiveness of the West Coast

bait, as well as two different seaweed spe-

Finals. Not a bad reputation for such a small

National Park in Sustaining Important Multi-

cies), and finally and most importantly, it is

country.

species, Coastal Fisheries’. White Stump-

not wise to stand up just as a wave is about to

nose, a temperate sparid endemic to southern

broad-side the boat.

Why did I come to South Africa? Two reasons really: I have a friend/colleague here
with whom I had been discussing research
ideas that needed fleshing out – apparently in
person; and I wanted to explore possibilities
for research somewhere new and different.
My visit to South Africa was hosted by Dr
Sven Kerwath, Research Scientist within the
NORSA programme based at Marine and
Coastal Management (MCM), whom I had
met in Trinidad & Tobago some 10 years
earlier. Back then I was a lowly PhD student
at the University of St Andrews, Scotland,
and Sven and his friend, Albrecht (now a
postdoc at the South African Ecological
Monitoring Network, SAEON), were carrying out their field research towards their Masters degrees. We were all working on fish
and struggling, as students do, with our fieldwork. While I was netting Trinidadian rivers
for a freshwater fish biodiversity survey,

Africa, is the most abundant fishery species
in the Saldanha bay area and focus of atten-

Back in Cape Town, Sven and I worked on a

tion of several studies within this project. The

joint proposal to look at the effects of oil and

genetics component aims to establish the

gas platforms on the movement/distribution

degree of genetic diversity between cohorts

of selected fishery species within a relatively

from within Saldanha bay and between sam-

small, shallow, semi-enclosed area, and hence

ples from Saldanha and other sites through-

possible impacts on commercial fisheries. In

out the distributional range of this species.

doing the literature review, I discovered one

We worked long hours, but it was an enjoy-

of MCM’s treasures – Mrs Alieya Haider, the

able and enlightening experience.

Credit

Librarian. She is a little dynamo of energy

must be given to Monica and her small team

and efficiency tucked away around the bend

(Poogy, the lab assistant and the students) for

on the 3rd floor.

creating a wonderful learning/working environment.

Monica, Sven and I also found

Over the month, I have been able to make

some time to discuss ideas for a possible

some observations on the sources of MCM’s

collaborative project on shark phylogeny/

strength.

phylogeography. Before we left Grahams-

knowledgeable, competent, efficient, open,

town, Monica was thoughtful enough to or-

friendly and cooperative scientific, technical

ganise a tour to visit the SAIAB fish collec-

and administrative staff.

tion and its new, state-of-the-art museum

thanks to Sven, Felicia, the coffee crew

facility.

(Chris, Steve, Stan, Rob and Andy), Alieya

Sven and Ali (the ‘surfer dudes’ as we referred to them then), were trying to catch an
endemic surf-zone fish species, Anableps
microlepis, also referred to as the ‘four-eyed
fish’ due to its bulging eyes, subdivided for
simultaneous aerial and underwater vision.
Can you imagine trying to catch a fish that
sees you coming?

Well … that’s another

story; one for Sven to tell.
In pursuit of my objective of collaborating on
research, and of upgrading my ‘bucket & net’
ecology skills to something more modern and
sophisticated, I was happy to spend a week at

I met a number of dedicated,

I extend special

and Bulelwa for making my stay at MCM
Early one cold, crisp morning the following

both enjoyable and fruitful. Thanks too, to

week, I was fortunate enough to be able to

the management of the NORSA programme

participate in a sampling trip to the Lange-

for allowing my visit and facilitating the trip

baan Lagoon, the origin of our white stump-

to Grahamstown. Thanks also to Monica for

nose samples. The purpose of the trip was to

hosting me at SAIAB.

catch

steentjies,

Spondylosoma

spondy-

losoma, a sex-changing coastal sparid, from

As my visit to South Africa came to an end, I

within and outside of the Marine Protected

left with many positive impressions. As I am

Area for one of Dr Colin Attwood’s honours

planning to return during my sabbatical, this

students from the University of Cape Town.

won’t be the last you hear from me, but next

After a spending a couple of hours on the

time you see me is going to be during the

boat I learnt a few things: Firstly, Sven’s fish

South African summer!
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Is an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management a bid by conservationists
to further their agenda or does it have benefit to the fishing industry?
erations are important for nature-based tour-

What do WWF and the fishing industry have in common?
Some might say nothing… but Samantha Petersen, manager
of the WWF Responsible Fisheries Programme, begs to differ.

ism industries and inshore small-scale fisheries, thereby conflicting with the need to create jobs and generate income in the neediest
sectors of our society. Our coastline draws
some 20 million international and domestic
tourists annually, generating R20 billion each
year.
A new approach which embraces environ-

urely responsible fishing compa-

the fast-paced lifestyle which defines the

nies with long term rights and

modern world adding to the demand. It has

credible and constructive envi-

been estimated that 75% of global fish stocks

ronmental NGOs should have a

are unsustainably exploited, approximately

great deal in common. Isn’t it logical as both

25% of marine resources landed are dumped

parties seek to optimize the health and secu-

and ecosystems have been modified. These

rity of our marine ecosystems to ensure that

are all key threats to the long-term sustain-

they continue to be productive and deliver

ability of fisheries.

S

Measures taken in the latter half of the last
WWF’s newly launched Responsible Fisher-

century were insufficient to effectively man-

ies Programme seeks to entrench the philoso-

age and sustainably develop fisheries. Dur-

phy of an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries

ing this time fisheries have been managed

Management and in doing so investigate

almost exclusively on a single species basis.

ways to work towards these common objec-

In other words fisheries management has

tives. An Ecosystem approach to fisheries

predominantly looked only at the impact on

management (EAF) is a holistic view that

target stocks and assumed that the target

takes into account the present and future

species operates in isolation from the rest of

needs of society by conserving the entire

the ecosystem. As pressure on resources and

marine ecosystem which is necessary to sup-

the ecosystem increases, the shortcomings of

port healthy ecosystems, maintain biodiver-

this single-species approach has became

sity and sustainable fisheries. This approach

more obvious. We now know that fishing

balances the diverse societal needs and val-

activities not only impact on the target stock,

ues of all who use, enjoy or depend on the

but also on other parts of the ecosystem. For

ocean.

example, fishing methods are never 100%
selective and as a result will catch not only

sider a few realities. Today, approximately
90 million people depend on fish for their
main daily source of protein and as a source
of income. Coupled with this sushi bars are
hip and fish is considered a healthy option by

their target species, but other species frequenting a similar area.

more thoroughly is urgently needed.
All key international agreements adopted
over the last two decades, including the 1995
FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, stress the need and highlight the benefits of an ecosystem approach to fisheries.
The main implication is the need to cater both

long term socio-economic benefits?

Let’s take a step back for a moment and con-

mental and socio-economic considerations

Frequently these

species incidentally caught are endangered or
threatened as is the case for sea turtles, seabirds and sharks. In many cases, the species
killed in these large commercial fishing op-

for human as well as ecosystem well-being
and aims to achieve this through ensuring the
health of the ecosystem which underpins
fishing operations and livelihoods. It incorporates three new areas into fisheries management namely, a) impacts on the food web
(e.g. the impact of removing a predator or
prey), b) incidental capture and mortality of
vulnerable non-target species (e.g. seabirds,
sea turtles or sharks) and c) impact on habitat
(e.g. the damage caused by bottom-trawlers
to the benthic habitat).
South Africa has committed to implementing
an EAF by 2010. So what does this really
mean? When can we say that we’ve implemented an EAF?

Ecosystem impacts will

always occur, but it is the degree of these
impacts that can be reduced considerably. For
this reason we believe that the only way we
can judge our progress in attaining an EAF, is
through certain process milestones. We believe that South Africa will be able to claim
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that we are implementing an EAF when we
satisfy the following criteria. The appropriate participatory management structures are
in place to discuss and incorporate ecosystem
effects into management procedures. How-

By Alan Whitfield

ever, translating high-level policy goals on
EAF into operational objectives and into a
language that is accessible to all is now the
key challenge. It is essential for successful
implementation that all personnel involved in
fisheries and their management (i.e. fishing
crew, compliance officers, managers and
scientific observers) are equipped with the
appropriate skills and knowledge to apply an

I

n the past, research on South

and the bar at the mouth is breached.

African estuaries was focused
primarily on large, usually

In January 2007, a major review of available

permanently

systems.

information on Eastern and Western Cape

However, in more recent times

TOCEs was published by the Water Research

the spotlight has fallen on the

Commission (WRC) in Pretoria. This review

numerous small estuaries that occur along

(WRC Report No. 1581/1/07) is edited by

our eastern and southern coasts. Most of

Alan Whitfield and Guy Bate and is available

latory) are in place to support this new ap-

these systems are classified as temporarily

from the WRC (email Agnes Molubi at

proach and lastly that cost-effective technical

open/closed estuaries (TOCEs) and have

agnesm@wrc.org.za to order a copy). The

solutions to reducing ecosystem impacts are

small river catchments and a water surface

214 page report has comprehensive chapters

being tested, enjoy the support of all stake-

area that is usually less than 20 hectares.

on sediment dynamics, hydrodynamics, water

holders and are being implemented

Most TOCEs are closed off to the sea by a

quality, estuarine/marine interactions, micro-

sand bar for much of the year and only open

algae, macrophytes, zoobenthos, hyperben-

when the water level in the estuary rises fol-

thos, zooplankton, ichthyoplankton, fishes,

lowing heavy rains and/or marine overwash

birds and estuary management.

EAF and that all stakeholders, including the
wider civil society, have a common understanding and support for the objectives and
implementation of an EAF. Moreover, economic and other incentives (market and regu-

In

conclusion I

leave you

with two

thoughts… One: Never before have our ma-

open

rine ecosystems been as degraded and overfished as they are today. And two: never
before have we been in a better position to
manage our marine resources as effectively.
Our only hope to fill the gap is through exploring common ground and mutual benefits,
only then can we ensure the sustainability of
our marine resources.

Samantha Petersen runs a training
course on bycatch for observers

Sand bar at the mouth of the Mpekweni Estuary
in the Eastern Cape
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NRF goes to
WEEC 2007
By Bernadette Snow

anic Research (SANCOR). We worked to-

Comments from some of the team:

wards a central theme “Science and Society:

“…I gathered from the Plenary Sessions that

Biodiversity and Conservation”.

Climate Change is a very big focal point in
EE at present. I also realised that there is a

WEEC drew 1200 delegates from 70 coun-

paradigm shift from changing attitudes and

tries representing scientific, education and

behaviour to changing lifestyles… It was

policy making arenas. The WEEC theme

very nice to see so many MCEN members

“Learning in a Changing World” provided

past and present who came across to find

the NRF with an opportunity to reflect on the

their pictures on the collages. I am indeed

role of its education, awareness and network-

grateful to SAAMBR, SANCOR and the

ing efforts and how these contribute to and

NRF for giving me the privilege of attending

effect change in biodiversity and conserva-

the Congress. The networking and plenary

tion.

sessions were of great value.” – Lyn Britz
(MCEN)

The team contributed four exhibits and two
presentations at the conference. Further we

“…The NRF exhibition stand was very

he National Research Foundation

had an opportunity to network and share our

prominent and strategically positioned di-

(NRF) was represented by three of

various research and outreach initiatives.

rectly across the eating area; we got a lot of

its facilities and two of its initia-

Both papers presented have been submitted

attention. The greatest compliment for me

tives at the recent World Environmental Edu-

for publication in the special conference pro-

was to be acknowledged by Prof Heila Lotz-

cation Congress (WEEC) held in Durban

ceedings.

Sisitka, in her words ‘You NRF guys, thanks

T

South Africa 2-6 July 2007.

for your support’. Heila was one of the busiest people at the Congress, I could not imag-

Sibongile Makoena (South African Environ-

ine that she noticed or knew that the NRF

mental Observation Network - SAEON) and

Facilities played a role, but she did. The NRF

Berny Snow (African Coelacanth Ecosystem

Team did a great job, thanks to everyone’s

Programme - ACEP) felt a collaborative

effort

effort at the congress was essential and
started with small plans at the Environmental

“…People in Environmental Education are

Education of Southern Africa conference in

passionate about their work. Listening and

Zimbabwe (2006). The support from NRF

sharing with practitioners from 70 countries;

was wonderful and the small idea soon flourished into collaboration between the South
African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity
(SAIAB including ACEP), SAEON, National
Zoological Gardens (NZG) and two initiatives within NRF, namely the South African
Biosystematics Initiative (SABI) and the
South African Network for Coastal and Oce-

one goes away feeling reassured, motivated
An overarching theme for discussion was
Global Climate Change and how environmental education is changing attitudes and
lifestyles for the protection of the environment. A second hot topic was how environmental education needs to be innovative and
interesting – bringing the fun back into education.
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and fired to carry on doing what one believes

National Science Week 2007: SAIAB & ACEP
visit Whittlesea and ADDO

is critical. I am privileged to have been part
of this historic conference.” Sibongile Makoena (SAEON National).

bookings and logistics for NSW. NSW 07
By Karen Binning

“…I was exposed to writers, fascinating re-

ECOP was launched on Friday 11 May 2007

searchers, inspiring educators, naturalists,

by the MEC for Education, Mr Magato and

government officials, academics, consultants,

was attended by dignitaries, participating

and representatives from non profit organiza-

organisations, educators and learners. Activi-

tions. I really loved the use of themes for the

ties for high school learners (Grade 8 – 12)

presentations, as an interpreter I find themes

took place at the Masibulele College in Whit-

useful in guiding people and helping them

tlesea (about 30 km from Queenstown) and

remember concepts and processes than loose

schools from the following Districts, Queens-

facts.” Dumile Tshingana (SAEON Elwandle

town, Lady Frere, Cradock, Engcobo and

Node).

T

he South African Institute for

Sterkspruit were invited to attend. The pro-

Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) and

gramme included a Careers Day focussing on

its flagship Programme, the African

science careers and role models, learner

Coelacanth Ecosystem Programme (ACEP)

workshops including oceanography (ACEP),

in collaboration with SciFest Africa and in

fish population dynamics (SAIAB), discover-

partnership with the Eastern Cape Depart-

ing polymers (SciFest Africa), the science of

ment of Education tackled National Science

umqombothi

Week (NSW) 2007 with enthusiasm and

alarm kits (University of Fort Hare/Sunstep),

energy. The collaboration was dubbed the

an aquatic biodiversity game (SAIAB) and an

(SciFest

Africa),

electronic

National

interschool

Science

NSW quiz

Week 2007

(ACEP). A

Both papers presented were very well re-

Eastern

total

ceived, with valuable discussion afterwards.

Cape

Out-

3142 learn-

The team, left tired but inspired by what we

reach

Pro-

ers and 216

had learnt, the people we had met and our

gramme

educators

achievements as representatives of the NRF.

(NSW

from

07

of

107

ECOP) and

schools

We would like to acknowledge NRF for both

focussed on

attended

its encouragement and financial support and

six

educa-

the week at

all the facilities and organisations for contri-

tion

Dis-

Masibulele

butions and time.

tricts within the Eastern Cape. NSW is an

College. Feedback from the learners, educa-

initiative of the Department of Science and

tors and the Department of Education was

Technology (DST) and implemented by the

positive with many commenting that they

South African Agency for Science and Tech-

learnt a great deal and had fun with maths and

nology Advancement (SAASTA).

science.

Educator briefing sessions, which were criti-

At the Careers Day learners had the opportu-

cal to the success of educators and schools

nity to listen to a presentation by Kwanele

understanding the objectives of NSW 2007,

Stamper, one of SAIAB’s Bright Sparks. The

were held prior to the week and facilitated

Bright Sparks Club was started in 2005 and
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each year ten learners are selected to join the
Club and given an opportunity to experience

First announcement

the world of science. Kwanele was selected
in 2005 and is very keen to pursue a career in
the aquatic sciences. Learners also had the

OUR CHANGING SEAS

opportunity to interact with Kwanele and

13th Southern African Marine Sciences Symposium
(SAMSS 2008)

learn more about the Bright Sparks Club and
his experiences since joining the Club.

A programme for primary school learners
was also offered, by ACEP, in the Addo area.
Facilitators visited six schools during NSW
and Grade 3 learners had the opportunity to
learn more about coelacanths and their spots,
while Grade 6 learners learnt about fossils in
relation to coelacanths. The workshops were
presented to 866 learners and 23 educators.
On Saturday 19th of May, an open day for
learners and their parents was held in Addo
and those that attended got the opportunity to
watch a science show presented by SciFest
Africa, and learn more about plastics in the

The Western Cape representatives of the South African Network for
Coastal and Oceanic Research (SANCOR) are pleased to announce that
the 13th SAMSS meeting will take place as follows:
Venue: Kramer Building, University of Cape Town
Dates: 29 June 2008‐ 3 July 2008
Theme: SANCOR’s SEAChange themes will form the basis of the scien‐
tific programme. Four broad themes have been selected.

SANParks.

•
•
•
•

NSW 07 ECOP, together with the partners,

Special sessions: If you would like to convene a special session please

hosted a successful NSW, showing learners

contact the organisers with a proposed session topic and plan by 31

and educators that science is fun, that scien-

January 2008.

marine environment, presented by SAMREC,
as well as the management of elephants in the
Addo Elephant National Park, presented by

Ecosystems and Change
Ecosystems and Society
Ecosystem Functioning
Biotechnology

tific principles are put into practice in our
everyday lives and that there are a variety of

Both African Zoology and African Journal of Marine Science are poten‐

interesting and challenging careers linked to

tially interested in publishing groups of papers originating from such

the aquatic and marine sciences.

sessions. Contact the editors for further information.
What to do now?
♦

Keep these dates free in your diary and those of your students!

♦

Make sure you have funding for your group to attend.

♦

Propose running a special session on your topic of research.

♦

Let the organisers know if you have suggestions for keynote
speakers.

For additional information e‐mail Carmen at: samss@uct.ac.za
Learners exploring the concept of fish popu‐
lation dynamics during National Science
Week
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A responsibility to the marine environment!
By Jessica Escobar-Porras

However, a member of the club that live in

groups to clean up the river area by walking

Port Alfred reported that the ocean conditions

along the beach, snorkelling or scuba diving.

Every year many organizations around the

were fine, but it was going to be very un-

The weather was on our side because the cold

world unite forces to help the environment

pleasant because of the cold. After much

and wind dropped off and the rain hold out

during the International Coastal Cleanup Day

until the group finished collecting the garbage

occurring in September. Almost 100 coun-

at around 14h30. A total of 6 large bags were
collected and 10 large objects including tyres,
old prawn pumps, carpets and metal frames
were also found. The approximate of weight
of the garbage was about 25 kilograms. The
most peculiar object found was a pack of
automatic bullets which were pack separately
and taken to Kenton-on-sea’s police station
Andrew and Jackie sorting garbage after
scuba diving

Rhodes Underwater students and staff
getting ready for cleaning time!

for reporting and correct disposal.

debating between the organizers and a few

After the hard work, the group agreed that the

people scared off and cancelling their partici-

experience is definitely something to repeat

tries and thousands of volunteers around the

pation, it was decided that as long as there

again. The committee are hoping to organise

globe picked up garbage on Saturday 17 Sep-

were

another Ocean Cleanup event in 2008 as well

tember. This year, the Rhodes University

Cleanup was still going to happen.

as get help from the local public.

back to the ocean in return for all the joy that

A group full of energy but covered with thick

All of this work could not be undertaken

the ocean has brought to our group by be-

layers of jackets and other warm clothes,

without the generous help of Kowie Toyota.

coming part of the South African Coastal

departed at 10h30 and drove to the Kariega

Many thanks for sponsoring transport, lunch

Cleanup volunteer team.

River situated between Port Alfred and

and dive cylinders to the Rhodes University

Kenton-on-Sea to serve their duty to the envi-

Underwater Club members. Working to-

ronment. The group divided in three smaller

gether, even the cold weather could not spoil

motivated

volunteers

the

Coastal

Underwater Club decided to give something

the duty to cleanup the marine environment,
and the day was a great success and should
encourage all to follow this good example.

A beach group counting and recording the
garbage they collected

A coastal clean up with the participation of
30 members of the club was organized on
Saturday 29 September. The day started off
cloudy, cold and windy and the possibilities
of having to cancel the activity were likely.

The pack of automatic bullets were found
and taken to the police for correct disposal

Rhodes University Underwater Club would
like to thank Kowie Toyota for their support
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Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, London. His endeavors have increased
our knowledge on the reproductive biology of
molluscs and marine biology. This strong
academic is also a great teacher and has
played an exemplary role in the training of

SANCOR Steering Comittee
Members Win Awards

ZSSA annual awards

students. Thirteen M.Sc or PhD students have
graduated under his supervision, several of
whom have secured academic positions at
South African institutions.

S

Alan is a natural leader yet he achieves this
ANCOR would like to congratulate

By Sarita Maree

by promoting, serving and encouraging others

its Steering Committee members
Bulelwa Qupe and Nadine Strydom

who have recently received the following
awards:
Mrs

Bulelwa

Qupe:

Editor’s Choice award

and is a great source of encouragement. Alan

I

t is with great pleasure that the coun-

has also served the Zoological Society for

cil of the Zoological Society of

many years as both the editor for the old

Southern Africa announces the recipi-

South African Journal of Zoology (now Afri-

ents of the ZSSA Gold Medal and

can Zoology) and also the President of the

Stevenson Hamilton awards for 2007.

Zoological Society of southern Africa. Dur-

at the Herald, Absa

ing his presidency he unselfishly championed

Corporate and Business

Prof

bank and NMMU Busi-

Hodgson

Alan

the NRF and managed to encourage them to

—

increase the value of M.Sc and PhD grants

ness Person of the year award. This award is

Gold

Medal

provided to students. It is fitting that the Zoo-

given to a business leader for “instilling con-

2007.

The

logical Society should award the Gold Medal

fidence in Africa and its new business model,

award is made

to Alan in recognition of his exceptional roles

specifically black economic empowerment

annually for outstanding achievements in

in research, education and loyal service to the

and

http://

Zoology in Southern Africa over a number of

zoological community and Society."

www.theherald.co.za/herald/2007/08/06/img/

years. Such achievements need not necessar-

hP1_06082007.pdf

ily be limited to research.

investment.”

Visit

Mr David Pepler
-Stevenson Ham-

Dr Nadine Strydom:

Prof Hodgson heads the Department of Zool-

ilton Award 2007.

DST "Woman in Sci-

ogy and Entemology at Rhodes University,

The

ence" award for the

Grahamstown. An excerpt from the citation

made annually to

category "Best Emerg-

submitted as part of his nomination.: "Alan

an amateur (non-professional) zoologist for

ing

Scientist

Hodgson has built up an enviable reputation

exceptional contributions to the field of Zool-

“Nadine has

over the years for his contributions in two

ogy.

proved herself as a dynamic scientist capable

major disciplines of the biological sciences,

of cutting edge research in her unique re-

namely marine biology and invertebrate biol-

An excerpt from his letter of nomination:

search field as a larval fish biologist. She has

ogy at the level of the gamete. His publica-

"Dave is best known for his role as the pre-

successfully and independently identified

tion record is outstanding. He has published

senter of the popular environmental TV pro-

research gaps in the biology and ecology of

one book, three book chapters and some 106

gramme "Groen" on "KYKNET". However,

the larvae of coastal fishes, set hypotheses

research articles most of which feature in

the breadth of his involvement in environ-

and tested these by independently designing

international peer reviewed journals and in-

mental matters is quite staggering extending

research

clude amongst their ranks papers in Proceed-

as it does from the development of best man-

ings of the Royal Society, London and the

agement practices for the Chilean Forestry

Young

Award”.

projects”.

Visit

www.dst.gov.za/other/wsa/default

http://

award

is
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Industry through to environmental impact

For more information please contact Carmen

assessments both locally as well as elsewhere

Visser at sancor@deat.gov.za.

tained for consideration at that time.

in Africa. In addition to his visibility in the
electronic media, he is the author or co-

Gilchrist Memorial Medal 2008

SANCOR International Student

author of more than 160 popular and semi-

Travel Grant for 2008

popular articles, and 200 popular lectures,

This award was established in 1987 by the
old SANCOR (South African National Com-

press releases, and radio interviews through
which he has effectively raised public awareness of the importance of preserving biodiversity, and the social implications of humankind's stewardship of protected areas. We are
of the opinion that he is currently the preeminent naturalist in South Africa and it would
be appropriate for the Society to honour him
with the Stevenson Hamilton Award in recognition of his efforts in fostering a broadbased appreciation for biodiversity in general, and the zoological sciences in particular.
It would be a fitting tribute to zoology's most

This award is presented to a student in recognition of their work accomplished thus far.
The SANCOR Travel Grant offers up and
coming young marine scientists the opportunity to attend an international conference and
to showcase their research as well as gain
experience in presenting a paper to an international audience. Furthermore it provides
the ideal platform for the student to interact
and network with national and international

SANCOR calls for
award nominations

ing

date

for

applications

distinguished marine scientists. The Medal
serves as recognition of the recipients’ contributions to marine science, to further stimulate
excellence in South African marine science,
and focus attention on South Africa’s marine
environment. The closing date for nominations is 30 April 2008.

is

Derek Krige Medal 2008

Marine and Coastal Communicator
of the Year for 2008

outstanding contributions towards communication of information about the marine and
coastal environment to the public via various
media at various levels. The awards therefore
serve as an acknowledgement of, and symbol
of appreciation for, the dedication, enthusit is award nomination season
All PhD stu-

dents are invited to apply for the Student
Travel Award. Why not nominate a deserving colleague for accomplishments in the
field of communication (Communicator of
the Year Award), science (Gilchrist Memorial Medal) or technical support (Derek Krige
These three awards will be pre-

sented at the SAMSS banquet event in July
2008. Your applications and nominations are
welcomed before the relevant closing dates.

This medal is intended to recognize outstanding achievements in the field of technical support to marine science in South Africa.
The award of this Medal will serve to empha-

groups of individuals in recognition of their

Medal).

ration Limited (Safmarine) to be awarded to

experts in the same research field. The clos-

These awards are made to individuals or

at SANCOR.

ciation with the South African Marine Corpo-

30 November 2007.

effective ambassador."

I

mittee for Oceanographic Research) in asso-

size the valuable contribution to marine science made by those who provide the technical
and logistical support services, which make
the research possible. The following criteria
will be taken into account when awarding the
medal:

•

and systems including computer soft-

asm and diligence of the persons performing

ware, which represent advances in ma-

such communication. The awards are based
on the nominees' activities within the last five
years and a broad definition of method of

Development of techniques, equipment

rine science/technology.

•

Organisation and provision of logistical,

communication is used, including public

technical and engineering services in

talks, popular articles, books, videos, hands-

support of field programmes, research

on education, education projects etc. The

vessels, systems and equipment.

awards are given within three different cate-

•

Contributions to formal and informal

gories: Professional (journalists, environ-

training of those involved in marine

mental

science and technology.

educators,

etc),

Community

(volunteers, etc) and Scientific. The closing

The

date for nominations is 30 April 2008.

30 April 2008.

Nominations already received will be re-

closing

date

for

nominations

is
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(Society, Ecosystems and Change) Pro-

tion with non-investor agencies like WWF,

gramme which aims to produce high quality

EWT, SANParks and ACEP is improved by

research that is aligned with the research

inviting representatives from these agencies

goals of national policies and cuts across

to our workshops and meetings. Our aim is

multiple disciplines in the broader marine

to coordinate efforts and the use of resources

science community. This programme has 4

to avoid duplication of activities.

themes: Ecosystems and Change, Ecosystems
and Society, Ecosystem Functioning and

Our Vision
A healthy marine and coastal environment,

Marine Biotechnology.

The Programme

rich in opportunities for human advancement

Management Committee (PMC) is tasked

and managed on the basis of excellent infor-

with overseeing the entire SEAChange Pro-

mation, generated through well coordinated

gramme by ensuring programme cohesion

research and development of scientific capac-

and identifying challenges and gaps in exist-

ity.

ing research. The Joint Venture Advisory
Our Mission

Committee (JVAC) meets annually to review

SANCOR promotes, facilitates and co-

and assess the progress of the themes and

ordinates excellence in marine and coastal

funding of the SEAChange Programme. The

research and education for the benefit of

JVAC comprises representatives from NRF

South Africa.

and DEAT management, an NRF Advisory
Our Objectives

Review Panel Member as well as a represen-

1. To maintain and provide a forum for

tative from the SANCOR Steering Commit-

interaction and collaboration to exchange

tee.

marine and coastal environment (SMCE),
and where issues can be brought for debate, and the development of approaches
for their resolution.

We actively stimulate

collaboration and networking by: hosting an
annual forum meeting, publishing a quarterly
newsletter,

supporting

our

coordinating

groups and promoting seminars on marine

3.

To co-ordinate and integrate SMCE

activities aimed at achieving specific objectives, inter alia by stimulating appropriate
inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional
activities. This is accomplished by coordinating

research

funding

proposals

for

SEAChange, addressing research gaps and
priorities, and advancing science. In addition,
SANCOR is represented on and linked with
other organizations such as SAEON, NSTF

science topics.

and BCLME.

pected future demands on the marine and
coastal environments and resources in
southern Africa. This is achieved through
the implementation of the SEAChange

all sectors.

Student workshops are hosted

every 2 years and the SANCOR International
Student Travel Grant is awarded on an annual
basis. A student representative is also elected
to the SANCOR Steering Committee to serve
for a period of 3 years.
6. To market the benefits of SMCE and
promote the use of its findings in the management of South Africa’s marine resources.
the

SANCOR publishes highlights of

annual

progress

reports

of

the

SEAChange Programme in its newsletter. In

4. To contribute to the development and
optimal utilization of financial, technical
and logistical resources.

to recognize outstanding contributions to
SMCE in the field of: communication
(Communicator of the Year Award), science
(Gilchrist Memorial Medal) and technical
support (Derek Krige Medal).
7. To act as a link between funding agencies, both national and international, and
agencies capable of executing SMCE projects. The key activity associated with this
objective is to maintain relationships with
Research and Innovation Support and Ad-

2. To contribute to strategies for SMCE,
which take into account present and ex-

to full participation in SMCE activities by

addition, awards are presented to individuals

information on regional, national and international development in science in the

5. To promote capacity building, leading

Interaction with

investors is maintained by producing annual
grant-holders’ progress reports.

Collabora-

vancement (RISA—a business unit of the
NRF) and Marine and Coastal Management
(MCM), conduct JVAC meetings and provide
funding for SANCOR Steering Committee
meetings.
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